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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Groundwater modeling of aquifers has been a top priority for water management 

officials for many years. These models are essential to sustainable management of the 

water resources in the future. One of the more difficult model parameters to quantify is 

the rate of recharge to the aquifer. Recharge is frequently controlled by soil types, and in 

areas covered by soils with high clay contents, the low-permeability of the soils can limit 

recharge. Clay soils can also impede the movement of contaminants, such as pesticides 

and runoff from pavements, into the subsurface.

Clay soils are common throughout Central Texas, including Travis County (Young 

1977). In many parts of Travis County, the soils contain high amounts of smectite clays. 

This clay is known for its ability to absorb water and swell during rain events, creating an 

almost impermeable barrier above the aquifer. During dry times, however, this clay will 

shrink, creating fractures that become pathways into the ground. These cracks develop 

because shrinkage creates tensile forces acting in the horizontal plane (Baer and 

Anderson 1997). While it seems obvious that these fractures must affect infiltration and 

movement of contaminants in the soil zone, the degree to which these fractures affect 

infiltration has not been quantified.

The overall objective of this study is to determine the effects of desiccation fractures 

in high-smectite soils on infiltration rates. More specific objectives of this study are to

1
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develop methods for quantitatively characterizing fracture parameters (i.e., density, 

depth, aperture, and longevity), determine empirical correlations between fracture 

parameters and moisture contents, and measure infiltration rates at various moisture 

contents. This study focuses on clay soils in Travis County, Texas through a 6-month 

period covering the spring, summer, and fall months of 2004. I will develop a general 

relationship between soil moisture content and fracture development that will lead to a 

more quantitative understanding of recharge rates in clay soils in Central Texas.

Statement of Research Problem

Infiltration rates and recharge estimates are very difficult to quantify for use in 

groundwater models. This is especially true in areas like Travis County, Texas, where 

smectite clays can impede or expedite the flow of water into underlying aquifers. Clays 

absorb water like a sponge, causing the individual crystals to swell and restrict the 

movement of water through the clay layer Saturated clays create an impermeable barrier 

that impedes infiltration into the subsurface. Crack healing (mending) is a dynamic 

process that depends on the interaction of shear stress, temperature, fluid chemistry and 

initial geometry of the crack (Renard et al. 2000). Little or no infiltration because of 

closure means less recharge for the underlying aquifer. Unsaturated smectite clay layers 

act differently when saturated. Drying of clay layers creates desiccation fractures which 

can drastically increase permeability and infiltration rates to the subsurface. D’Astous et 

al. (1989) and Ruland et al. (1991) found that clay soils with fracture depths of 4-6 meters 

had hydraulic conductivity values 2 to 3 times greater in magnitude than unffactured clay 

soils. The difficulty arises when quantifying the magnitude of the effect that these 

fractures have on increasing recharge. This problem is critical for understanding
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infiltration recharge rates through smectitic soils. A better understanding of the 

relationship between fracture formation and infiltration rates in high-smectite soils will 

help modelers develop better and more realistic estimates of recharge, resulting in models 

that produce more effective management strategies in the future. At this date, the 

variability of infiltration rates in smectite clay soils has not been quantified.

The specific factors that can affect infiltration rates in smectite soils are fracture 

density (defined as the total length of fractures per unit area of soil), fracture depth, and 

fracture aperture (width). Clays containing only a few fractures will not support fluid 

flow. Connectivity of fractures promotes flow into the subsoil and aquifer, and the 

fracture density required to sustain advective flow is called the percolation threshold, 

which Vance (2004) calculated at 0.3 NLf2, where N is fracture density and Lp is equal to 

fracture length times %!2. Once this threshold is exceeded, water flows through these 

fractures unimpeded. Fracture aperture is also an important variable. Apertures are very 

difficult to measure in the field because they are very sensitive to disturbance. There are 

ways to indirectly measure apertures based on the hydraulic conductivity and fracture 

spacing (McKay, Cherry, and Gillham 1993). Hydraulic conductivity is measured using 

piezometers, which monitor pore water head. Measuring fracture spacing occurs by 

counting each fracture and measuring the distance between each fracture. The drawback 

to this method is that tiny fractures can be overlooked and not counted.

The depths of fracture penetration are another important aspect of these fractures that 

will be studied. The depth to which these clay fractures penetrate varies depending on 

thickness of the clay, hydraulic gradient, and diffusion properties of the clayey soil 

(Harrison, Sudicky, and Cherry 1992). Smectite clay has a low permeability and a high
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absorption capacity that slows the travel time of water and contaminants into the 

subsurface. In effect, saturated clay soils protect the underlying aquifer from 

contamination originating at the soil surface (Oostindie and Bronswijk 1994). Fractures 

fully penetrating the clay layer can act as conduits for flow, enabling vertical migration of 

contaminants to an underlying aquifer (McKay, Cherry, and Gillham 1993). Thus, clay 

soils filled with deep fractures lose the ability to protect against water contamination. 

Establishing the maximum depth at which these fractures exist can help determine more 

accurate rates of infiltration and contaminant transport. The depth of these fissures is 

particularly important west of the Balcones Escarpment where the depth to highly 

permeable bedrock is often less than one meter (Soil Conservation Service 1974).

Theoretical Framework

Clays are members of the phyllosilicate family of minerals, consisting of layers in 

which planes of oxygen atoms coordinate to cations like Si2+, Al3+, Mg2-1-, Fe2+, and Fe3+ 

to form two-dimensional sheets (Kloprogge, Komameni, and Amonette 1999). The 

substitution of these cations between sheets leads to charge imbalances on the surface of 

the layers. This results in high total porosity, but low effective porosity which determines 

the maximum amount of fluid flow through a soil. One method to calculate porous media 

flow is thorough the use of Darcy’s law. For this law, flow is considered to be 

macroscopic and is written as:

a )dl

dh
where Q is volumetric discharge, —  is hydraulic gradient, K  is the hydraulic

dl

conductivity, and A is the cross-sectional area (Mesri and Olson 1971). The hydraulic
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conductivity (K) describes the relationship between total discharge of a fluid and the 

hydraulic gradient. This method is macroscopic because it is primarily used to determine 

flow over large areas, such as in an aquifer. This law is not necessarily suitable for media 

with very low values of hydraulic gradient in low permeability materials, such as clays 

(Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 2003).

Swelling clay soils are characterized by two subsystems of cracks: seasonal or 

interblock cracks, which widen significantly in the summer months, and intrablock or 

capillary cracks with widths in the micrometers that do not vary from season to season 

(Chertkov and Ravina 2001,1245). One method of calculating fluid flow through both 

types of cracks is the cubic law. This law states that the magnitude of flow through local 

fracture voids is proportional to the cube of the local aperture (Brush and Thomson 2003, 

SBH 5-2). Even so, the cubic law assumes flow to be laminar, as if flowing through two 

smooth plates. Unfortunately, fractures do not necessarily behave as smooth plates, so 

the cubic law in not always appropriate.

According to Brush and Thomson (2003) and Oron and Berkowitz (1998) another 

method for characterizing flow through fractures is the Navier-Stokes equation. This 

mathematical model describes complex flow behavior, taking into account tortuosity of 

flow, differing aperture widths, and roughness of a crack wall. This is especially useful 

when identifying flow paths at the local scale because fracture walls exhibit more 

complexity locally than globally.

In addition to flow through primary pores, shrinkage and cracking of clay creates 

conduits for water flow into the subsurface. Most of the water penetrating a typical clay 

layer flows through fractures created by desiccation, and rates of infiltration and flow
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through these fractures are dependent upon fracture density per unit area at the surface, 

fracture apertures, and fracture depths. Smectite clays have four distinct shrinkage 

phases: (1) structural shrinkage where saturated soil dries without a change in volume, (2) 

normal shrinkage where water loss is equal to variations in volume, (3) residual shrinkage 

where the variation in volume is less than the water loss and air penetrates the aggregate, 

and (4) zero shrinkage when the soil particles reach their maximum configuration density 

(Haines 1923; Keen 1931; Stirk 1954). The isotropic geometry of a cube of clay soil can 

be described mathematically. Bronswijk (1991,1221) determined the soil profile crack 

volume per area (Vc r ) from measurements of vertical soil movement.

Vcr = Av -  Az (2)
and

Av = [l-(1  - — )'■> (3)
Z

where vcr is crack volume per unit area; Av is the change in soil volume per unit area; 

Azis change in soil layer thickness; z is the fully swollen soil layer thickness; and rs is a 

dimensionless geometry factor. For an isotropic shrinkage, rs is set at 3. Yule and

Ritchie (1980, 1287) simplified this equation and included structural shrinkage in their 

analysis and suggested:

and

A q* ^Av = 3A z-3-----
z (4)

AW = S + Av (5)

where S is the water loss in the structural shrinkage phase. In order to include residual, 

zero, and anisoptropic shrinkage, these equations were extended to (Bronswijk 1991,

1221):

Aw = S  + Av + [£09]z
(6)
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where v is now moisture ratio; e{&) is void ratio at moisture ratio v ; and es is saturated 

void ratio.

These equations explain the process of shrinking in a quantitative way that takes the 

phase of shrinkage into account. The shrinkage geometry theory is important because 

correctly quantifying the volume of clay fractures depends on using the most precise 

information available. Used together with equations 2-6, these theories give the most 

complete picture on how fracture densities and depth affect infiltration through a clay 

layer.

Connections to the Problem Statement

All these variables, such as density, aperture width, fracture depth, and grain size 

distribution, are important in some respect to understanding the mechanics of infiltration 

through smectite clay. However, there is still considerable uncertainty concerning which 

of these variables has the most significant control on infiltration and flow. This study 

will provide a more detailed picture of how fractures develop and how they control 

infiltration through clay soils.

Literature Review

Geomorphology of Field Site

The field site is located in the Blackland Prairie District of the western Gulf of Mexico 

Section of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Physiographic Province (Fenneman 1938). 

The site is underlain by the Taylor Marl and the Navarro Group which were deposited in 

the late Cretaceous (Young 1977). The Taylor Marl is made up of the Bergstrom Clay, 

the Pecan Gap Chalk, and the Sprinkle Clay and is about 213 meters (700 feet) thick.
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The Kemp Clay and Corsicana Marl make up the Navarro Group with a total thickness of 

152 meters (500 feet) (Soil Conservation Service 1974). These beds consist of calcareous 

clays, chalky marls, and silty clays.

The climate of this area is on the drier, subhumid margin of the humid subtropical 

climate region (Koppen Cfa) and has a bimodal precipitation regime. Koppen refers to 

Wladimir Koppen a German botanist who created the Koppen system of classification for 

the climates of the Earth. The "C" in Cfa represents the "mild mid-latitude" category, the 

letter "f' stands for moist from the German word feucht, and the third letter "a" signifies 

that the average temperature of the warmest month is above 22°C (72°F) (Rosenberg 

2005). Maximum precipitation falls in the early spring and early fall. Minimum 

precipitation falls during the height of summer (August) (US National Climate Data 

Center 2004). The following table depicts the 1971-2000 average precipitation and 

temperatures for Austin.

Table 1. Temperature and Precipitation of Travis County in 2003

Month Average Precipitation
Inches mm

Average Temperature
o p  oC

January 1.89 10.1 50.2 48
February 1.99 12.6 54.6 51
March 2.15 16.5 61.7 55
April 2.51 20.2 68.3 64
May 5.09 23.9 75.1 129
June 3.81 27.2 81.0 97
July 1.95 29.0 84.2 50
August 2.31 29.2 84.5 59
September 2.91 26.4 79.5 74
October 3.97 21.4 70.6 101
November 2.68 15.4 59.7 68
December 2.44 11.2 52.1 62
Total 33.70 20.3 68.5 856

Source: US National Climate Data Center 2004
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Soils at the site are mapped and classified as Houston Black clay, Lewisville silty 

clay, and Burleson gravelly clay (Soil Conservation Service 1974). The Houston Black 

series consists of deep, moderately drained clay soils. The type found at the field site has 

slopes of 1 to 5 percent. The moderate slope means that erosion is moderately severe, but 

the soils can be suited to farming if erosion controls are established (Soil Conservation 

Service 1974). The addition or subtraction of water can cause these clays to swell or 

shrink, causing large changes in volume. This volume change can cause large amounts of 

damage to structures built on or with this type of soil because of the shrink-swell 

potential inherent in this soil. The Houston Black clay also tends to have pH values that 

limit the types of vegetation.

The Lewisville series consists of gently sloping, well-drained, silty clays (Soil 

Conservation Service 1974). With moderate permeability, the soils can be easily plowed 

and have a high water capacity. The soils found at the field site have 1 to 2 percent 

slopes, with the soil thickness measuring 58 to 71 centimeters (23 to 28 inches). Erosion 

can be moderate, but the soil is suited to fanning for hay or as improved pasture. The 

Lewisville silty clay also has high shrink-swell potential, and is not suitable for 

construction.

The Burleson series consists of deep, moderately drained clay soils (Soil Conservation 

Service 1974). The color profile of this series is dark gray at the surface, to a grayish 

brown, and a yellowish brown at 152 centimeters (60 inches) of depth. The soil at the 

field site is Burleson gravelly clay with gravel making up 40 percent of the surface layer. 

This soil is suited for range or improved pasture. The shrink-swell potential of this soil is 

high as well, so construction is not recommended. The following table shows the
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classification of these soils in relation to some of the other soil series found in the county.

Table 2. Classification of Soil Series

Series Family Subgroup Order
Austin Fine-silty, carbonatic, thermic Typic Calciustolls Mollisols

Bergstrom Fine-silty, mixed, thermic Cumulic Haplustolls Mollisols

Burleson Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic Udic Pellusterts Yertisols

Dougherty Loamy, mixed, thermic Arenic Haplustolls Alfisols

Houston
Black

Fine, montmorillonitic, thermic Udic Pellusterts Vertisols

Lewisville Fine-silty, carbonatic, thermic Typic Haplustolls Mollisols

Miller Fine, mixed, thermic Vertic Haplustolls Mollisols

Travis Fine, mixed, thermic Ultic Paleustalfs Alfistols

Volente Fine, mixed, thermic Pachic Haplustolls Mollisols

Source: Soil Conservation Service 1974

The vegetation at the field site is classified as Live Oak, Mesquite, and Ashe Juniper 

Parks (savannah) (McMahon, Fry, and Brown 1984). This type of vegetation is found on 

level or gently rolling uplands and also on the Edwards Plateau. These hardy plants are 

well suited for growth in the shrink swell soils found at the site.

Trends in Area of Interest

The infiltration rates of different types of fractures have been studied to see how they 

affect water flow in soils (Beven and Germann 1982; Zhou 2001 ; Snow 1969). All types 

of fractures were shown to contribute to infiltration into the subsoil with some having
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larger rates of infiltration than others. For instance, those fractures not dependent on the 

degree of saturation (such as granite fractures) tended to have greater infiltration rates 

because they do not swell shut over a period of time (Bouma et al. 1977). These studies

are important because differences in infiltration rates will affect the recharge rate of an
/

aquifer.

Transport of contaminants through subsurface clay fractures has been investigated to 

see how fractures that are not visible on the ground may affect groundwater 

contamination. Harrison, Sudicky, and Cherry (1992, 525) investigated how 

contaminants from a waste disposal site were found in the underlying aquifer despite the 

presence of a clay lining with no evidence of fracturing. They found that a few, fully 

penetrating, vertical fractures provided flow for contaminants when the fracture apertures 

had a minimum width of 10 pm. The results agree with previous studies conducted by 

D’Astous et al. (1989) and Ruland, Cherry, and Feenstra (1991) in showing that fractures 

typically penetrate below the superficial weathered zone. Clay liners do not fully protect 

the subsoil from contamination, and fractures do not need to be visible in order to 

transmit contaminants to an aquifer.

Tracking evaporation rates from clay fractures has also been a subject of previous 

research, particularly in the farming and ranching industries. Crop type has a significant 

impact on evaporation rates, as does the width of clay cracks at the surface (Adams and 

Hanks 1964). These studies confirm the earlier findings of Holmes, Greacen, and Gurr 

(1960) and Johnston and Hill (1945).

All these studies improve upon the research already conducted concerning the effects 

of clay soil on fracture formation and development, contaminant flow, and crop growth;
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however, none of the above studies cover the issue of fracture characteristics and flow 

rates through factures. This research will quantify water flow through smectite fractures 

and identify which fracture characteristics are important for infiltration through this type 

of clay.

Review of the Literature

Other studies focused on infiltration through clay soils, more specifically how water 

flows through fractures (Blake, Schlichting, and Zimmermann 1973; Bouma and Dekker 

1978; Bouma et al. 1977; Bouma, Jongerius, and Schoonderbeek 1979; Bouma and 

Wosten 1979; Ritchie, Kissel, and Burnett 1972). Some of these studies determined 

water movement by using chemical tracers (dyes) to track flow patterns. Bouma, 

Jongerius, and Schoonderbeek (1979) and Blake, Schlichting, and Zimmermann (1973) 

found that tracers were most prevalent on the sides of the large cracks at depth and at the 

boundary between cracked clay and an undisturbed clay layer. These results show that 

fractures are a major path for flow through clays, and also give information on flow 

movement between large and small cracks. Bouma and Dekker (1978) agree, noting that 

most water flows through large (>2mm) vertical pores. These studies greatly increase the 

knowledge about how water flows through clay cracks, but the inherent methodology of 

these studies disturb the soil, increasing the chance for error. With this in mind, Bouma 

and Wosten (1979) used chloride breakthrough curves to identify pore continuity patterns 

and to show that only a fraction of the soil volume is used as water flows through 

fractures. This technique not only defines the pattern of flow but does so in a 

nondestructive way.

Early studies used soil cores to determine water movement through fractures.
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Hydraulic conductivity (flow) through the cores was measured in the lab and the results 

extrapolated to the field setting (van Schilfgaarde 1970). Taking soil cores can lead to 

large errors during analysis because of edge effects and other disturbances inherent in 

taking a core out of the ground (Ritchie, Kissel, and Burnett 1972). Mason, Lutz, and 

Petersen (1957) found that hydraulic conductivities varied so much that conductivities 

obtained from five core samples could be placed into each of three classes: slow, 

moderate, and fast, with a 95 percent probability of being correct. The effectiveness of 

using soil cores in determining flow through fractures has questionable value and 

subsequent studies have used in-situ field experiments in order to reduce errors (McKay, 

Cherry, and Gillham 1993; Reynolds et al. 2000).

Fracture aperture (width) is an important variable that has not received much attention. 

According to McKay, Cherry, and Gillham (1993,1149), fracture apertures are very hard 

to measure in the field because they are very sensitive to disturbance. An early method 

of measuring apertures was based on fluid flow between two smooth plates, using the 

cubic law to calculate fracture aperture indirectly (Snow 1969,1275). The major 

drawback to this method is that it assumes a constant fracture width and roughness with 

depth. Brown (1987) and Tsang (1984) suggested models that include width and 

roughness variability into flow representations, but a lack of data has hampered their 

efforts. D’Astous et al. (1989, 51) used tracer tests and the Navier-Stokes equation to 

calculate values for fracture apertures of 0.026mm and 0.032mm in the weathered zones 

of the Sarnia Clay Plain in Ontario, Canada. Their method was replicated in Mexico City 

by Rudolf, Cherry, and Farvolden (1991) and showed agreement with the previous study. 

While these two studies show that measuring fracture aperture is not impossible, many
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studies still use a spatially uniform value for the sake of simplicity (Harrison, Sudicky, 

and Cherry 1992).

Fracture depth and density have been examined to a limited extent. McKay, Cherry, 

and Gillham (1993,1153) and Ruland, Cherry, and Feenstra (1991,406) used test pits to 

determine both depth and density of fractures. Density was calculated by counting the 

number of fractures intersecting a horizontal mapping line. Depth of fractures has not 

been as widely studied, but Moriari and Knisel (1997) calculated the depths of fractures 

by adding together the thickness of the cracked layers to reach an estimated depth. Depth 

was also measured by direct observation of vertical fractures. There are inherent 

weaknesses in measuring the fracture characteristics using trenches. First, digging 

trenches disturbs the soil layers and can collapse small fractures, increasing the chance of 

omitting some fractures. Second, smearing of clay along the trench wall is unavoidable 

and disturbs the original fracture face, creating the need to remove this smeared clay by 

hand. Third, the test pits might not reach the full depth of the fractures so depth data may 

be incorrect. D’Astous et al. (1989,46?) found the depth of fractures using tritium 

tracers while investigating the age of modem groundwater. Piezometers analyzed high 

levels of tritium in subsoil deposits, which indicate where the fractures ended and the 

water penetrates the matrix. This technique is superior to the previous one because it 

does not disturb the soil. Unfortunately, it does not confirm that all fractures in the test 

area were part of the flow, so errors in measuring depth are possible.

Other research used models to predict flow through fracturing clay soils. These 

models were developed using the GLEAMS-CF code, the FLOCR code, and the 

FLOWEX code. They assess the effects of changes in water management on a number of
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soil utilization properties (Bronswijk 1988,199). For instance, most models consider the 

soil as a porous, homogenous medium and adopt Darcy’s equation to describe moisture 

flow (Morari and Knisel 1997). To correct this error, the GLEAMS (Groundwater 

Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems) code was modified to simulate the 

movement of water and solutes through cracks. Morari and Knisel (1997) found that the 

modified code, GLEAMS-CF, did a reasonable job predicting macropore flow through 

cracking clays. Prior to this experiment, only a few models considered macropore flow 

in cracking clays. One such previous model, used by Bouma and de Laat (1981), 

accounted for the effects of cracks on infiltration by reducing the rainfall that infiltrates 

into the matrix by 10-20 percent, according to the time of year. Unfortunately, this 

technique was never validated with field results. Hoogmoed and Bouma (1980) 

combined two existing models to predict vertical and horizontal infiltration into cracked 

clay soil. Their model reliably predicted short circuiting (preferential movement of free 

water) and found that it increased with higher initial soil moisture content and that 

vertical infiltration was more important than horizontal infiltration (Bouma and Dekker 

1978). Another type of simulation code, FLOOR (FLOw in CRacking soils), computes 

unsaturated vertical water flow in cracking clay soils. Oostindie and Bronswijk (1994) 

used this model to determine residence times of contaminants in the unsaturated zones of 

cracking clay soils. A major weakness of this model is the difficulty in validating the 

results. Validation for the model requires long-term monitoring of water transport that is 

usually not feasible for most studies. Bronswijk (1991) adapted the simulation code 

FLOWEX (transient moisture flow in soils) to model water balance, cracking, and 

subsidence of clay soils. This model satisfactorily calculated subsidence and cracking,



but due to limitations in the model, agreement between field measurements and model 

calculations of top layer wetness were not accurate. Another weakness is that it assumed 

soil volume change to be isotropic, which is disputed by Baer and Anderson (1997).

Even with their weaknesses, these models are a vital component in measuring infiltration 

through clay fractures because they can be used to predict future rates of flow and 

changes in clay layers.

Research Method to Operationalize Problem Statement

Hypotheses

Central Texas has a growing population with an insatiable appetite for the shrinking

stores of water in its aquifers. Water resource managers use models to monitor

groundwater availability. In order to provide the most accurate information, these models

need accurate and precise recharge inputs that distinguish between the different soil

properties found in the recharge zones. My study will look at how fracture characteristics

affect infiltration into the subsurface. Tn particular

Which fracture characteristics affect infiltration rates the most?

What is the minimum level of desiccation needed to promote smectite clay 
fracture growth?

What mixture of sand, silt, or pebbles will alter the time smectite clay 
takes to form fractures?

How long will it take for the test area to reach maximum fracture density?

Because my research is quantitative in nature, I will need to analyze the data statistically.

Using multiple linear regression, my statistical null hypothesis is:

Smectite clay fracture characteristics do not affect infiltration rates into the 
subsoil.

16
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The questions I present here are the focus for my study. I hope to provide the 

information necessary for groundwater models to accurately portray infiltration through 

smectite clays in Travis County, Texas. In order to accomplish this goal, I have acquired 

permission to use a parcel of land in Travis County, Texas to collect my research data.

Field Site and Spatial Management

The field site for my study is in South Austin, one mile east of IH-35 and one-half 

mile south of Highway 71 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Location of Field Site in Travis County, Texas 
Source: Texas Department of Transportation 1996

The property' is an undeveloped plot covering ten acres. I chose this site for my study 

because it is a good representation of the high smectite clay soils typically found in 

central Texas. The north side of the property is composed of a grassy, high area with



little change in elevation. This area gives way to a ravine area containing a stream that 

bisects the land in an East-West direction. This ravine area houses a large intermittent 

wetland area to the south of the actual stream. East of the wetland area is a region that is 

slightly higher in elevation, has a greater variety of vegetation present, and more 

hummocky soils. To the south of the wetland region is a large expanse of upper slope 

grassy area. This area differs slightly from the northern section. It has more relief, 

sporadic pockets of dense vegetation, and exhibits greater fracture density. Each of these 

soil regions can be found in many parts of central Texas. I chose sampling sites that 

encompass the range of variable conditions in the study area (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Location of Individual Sites
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I chose ten plots based on land and soil characteristics including slope, amount of 

vegetation, and the amount of sand or limestone grains mixed into the clay layer. I chose 

various surface slope angles to determine if clay fracture development depends on slope. 

Slight changes in the soil characteristics can influence the shrink and swell potential of a 

clay layer, so testing an assortment of compositions will give more information about 

fracture growth potential. Detailed characteristics of the individual sample plots are 

given in Table 3.

Table 3. Description of Individual Field Sites

Site
Number

Color Vegetation Observed Soil 
Composition

Slope

One Light brown/tan None Clays 0
Two Black None Clays 0

Three Dark brown Mesquite Organics/Clay s/Gravel 1-5%
Four Light brown Tall grasses Clays/Gravel 1-5%
Five Black/dark grey Ashe Juniper Clay/Silt 5-10%
Six Brown Mesquite/Grass Clays/Gravel 1-5%

Seven Grey to brown Tall grasses Clays/Gravel 1-5%
Eight Dark brown Tall grasses Clay 1-5%
Nine Dark brown Tall grasses Clay/Silt 1-5%
Ten Grey to light tan Tall grasses Clay/Silt 1-5%

Temporal Framework

My study took place between April and September of 2004. As stated earlier, the field 

site experiences a bimodal precipitation regime. These extremes in both temperature and 

precipitation provided a broad range of conditions for studying fracture growth and fluid 

flow through these fractures. For a 12-week period, I sampled each plot once a week, 

and after each storm that generated more than 2.54 centimeters (one inch) of rain (Baer 

and Anderson 1997; Blake, Schlichting, and Zimmermann 1973; Bronswijk 1991; 

Jamison and Thompson 1967).



I expect to find that soil moisture content is the dominant independent parameter 

controlling smectite clay fracture growth. I also believe that aperture width and fracture 

depth will correlate with each other, such that fractures with the greatest aperture widths 

will also be the deepest fractures. I also anticipate that maximum infiltration through 

these fractures will occur when the fractures are at peak growth, during a summer 

rainstorm, before the clay has a chance to begin swelling. This study will try to 

determine which soil characteristics and fracture properties have the greatest affect on 

infiltration through smectite clay fractures.



CHAPTER 2

PROCEDURES FOR DATA ANALYSIS

Every week for five months I performed a variety of procedures to measure fracture 

density, aperture width, fracture depth, grain size distribution, and infiltration. Each 

experiment had several parts until an end result was reached. Some of these steps did not 

produce reliable information in the early stages of the project and were subsequently 

discarded. Other methods were used in multiple experiments, producing reliable and 

useful results. The next few pages outline each step of each procedure.

Fracture Density and Aperture Data

Measuring fracture density is a main component of my project. The first step in 

acquiring these data consisted of taking a digital photo of the site each week. These 

pictures included a numbered card with a small ruler for matching the picture to the 

correct site and for establishing scale.
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Figure 3. Example of Numbered Card with Ruler

I used a digital camera set to take 2048 by 1536 pixel photos at a resolution of 72 dpi 

in jpeg format. This resolution allowed me to view fractures down to apertures of less 

than 0.5 mm. Each week I took between two and four pictures of the sites and then 

downloaded the images onto my computer. Next, I imported the best picture of each site 

into the graphic software program Macromedia Freehand 10. This program was used to 

digitize the fracture traces in the photos.

After importing the image into Macromedia Freehand 10,1 set the image scale by 

zooming in on the ruler in the image, drawing a line along the length of the scale with the 

pen tool, recording the length at the bottom of the image, and locking the line into a 

separate layer within the software program. Next, I defined an area of the photo that 

contained visible fractures and that would serve as the analysis area. Next, a grid was 

superimposed over the image, separating the image into individual squares. I then used 

the pen tool to outline the analysis area using the grid as a guide to define an area that is 

free of vegetation and that clearly shows the fractures. Once this analysis area was 

defined, I recorded the number of squares in the area and locked the layer. A third layer 

in the program was used to trace fractures. Within this layer, I zoomed into the image
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until I could see an adequate amount of detail without compromising the resolution of the 

fractures. I traced each fracture using the pen tool, creating short, straight line segments 

that define the center-line of the fractures. Once each fracture within the analysis area 

was traced, I locked the layer.

After locking this layer, I traced aperture widths in a separate layer. I drew several 

scanlines across the photo, and zoomed in on the photo until I reached the closest view 

without compromising the resolution. I then used the pen tool to draw short, straight line 

segments perpendicular to the walls of each fracture at each point where the fracture
l

intersected a scanline. Once all fracture apertures at scanline intersections were traced, I 

locked this layer and prepared the file for export.

After these steps were completed, I exported each layer as an Encapsulated Post Script 

(EPS) file. First, I locked all the layers, and then unlocked the layer containing the scale.

I selected the scale line, selected Export as EPS fonnat, and saved the file. I repeated this 

process with the fracture trace layer and with the aperture trace layer, so that I ended up 

with three separate files containing the scale, fracture trace, and aperture trace data.

These exported files could now be imported into Microsoft Excel for analysis.

I acquired a template for Microsoft Excel that enabled me to import the data from 

these layers and calculate fracture density and fracture aperture distribution at each site 

for each day I took a photo. I opened the Scale layer in a text editor (Microsoft 

Wordpad) and copied the x-y coordinates of the scale line into the spreadsheet. The 

spreadsheet used the length of this line to determine the image scale, and then used the 

scale and the total number of grid squares in the analysis area to determine the total area 

of the analysis area. Next, I opened my fracture trace file in a text editor, deleted
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everything but the x-y coordinates of my fracture tracings, and saved this file as a text 

file. I then opened this new text file in Microsoft Excel, copied it into the new 

spreadsheet, and formatted and filtered the raw data so that I was left with the x,y 

coordinates that define each line segment tracing the fractures. These x,y coordinates are 

made up of fractures composed of a series of straight-line segments defined by nodal 

points. For example, line segment AB is defined by points A and B which are composed 

of coordinates x xy t and x 2y 2, respectively. The line segment length, L, is:

where Ax = x2 -  xx and Ay = y 2 - y x. The tangent of angle a is equal to the length of the 

opposite side ( Ax ) divided by the length of the adjacent side (Ay ), so:

where a  = 0 if xx=x2, and, if y ,= y 2, then« = 90. Angle Q represents the azimuth 

orientation of the fracture trace from 0 to 179 degrees and is calculated as Q-90-a  

(when y x < y 2), Q =90+ a (when y x > y 2), or (9=a (when xx = x2 and y x = y 2). The

total length of the fracture trace is represented by the length L. This process determined 

the length of the line segments, added these segments together, and divided the total 

length by the total analysis area as specified by the x-y coordinates of the scale. The 

result is a single fracture density value that characterizes the overall density of fractures 

in the image. The aperture data were also imported into the same Excel workbook and 

processed so that the length of each aperture line was calculated. A frequency histogram 

of all fracture apertures was created in the same Excel workbook.

(7)

(8)
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I also used manual methods to calculate aperture width. At the field site, I placed two 

perpendicular scanlines across the site. I measured the aperture width of each fracture 

that crossed each scanline using a ruler with millimeter marks. I recorded my 

observations and later transcribed the data into the appropriate Excel workbook. These 

data were compared to the data calculated by the Excel spreadsheet. If the data acquired 

manually was not similar, I discarded the results. If the data was comparable, I 

incorporated the manually acquired data with the computed data and incorporated those 

data into the frequency histogram.

Fracture Depth Data

Fracture depth is probably the most difficult variable to acquire. No matter which 

method is used, disturbance of the fracture is a real possibility. I measured fracture depth 

two different ways. The first procedure consisted of measuring fracture depth in situ at 

each field site. I began by laying out two perpendicular scanlines across each plot. After 

measuring the aperture widths of those fractures that intersected the plumb line, T 

measured the depths of these same fractures. I inserted a thin, straight rod into the 

fracture. As soon as I felt resistance, I stopped pushing the rod down. I drew a tick mark 

on the rod with a marker at the point where the rod was level with the ground, and then 

withdrew the rod and measured the length that was inserted into the fracture.

The second method was done in the laboratory. First, I extracted a 0.4 m by 0.25 m 

by 0.2 m thick piece of intact soil from a location between plots 01 and 02 at the field site 

and placed the piece intact into a clear plastic container with several small drain holes at 

the bottom of the container. I brought this container back to the lab, saturated the soil, 

and placed a 120-watt heat lamp approximately 0.15 m from the surface of the soil. After
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a few days the soil started to fracture. Once the soil started to fracture I measured the 

depth of these fractures using the same method used to measure depths in the field. I 

measured the same fractures everyday until the soil reached maximum desiccation after 

about five days. These measurements were then entered onto an Excel spreadsheet, and 

could then be compared to those depth measurements recorded in the field.

These measurements recorded the depth of the fracture at the top one to two 

centimeters. The true depth of the fracture cannot be measured with this method. Also, 

if a fracture curved at depth, this manual method could not penetrate past the curvature. 

To measure the true depth of a fracture without disturbing the structure, I had intended to 

create a mold of the fracture networks by pouring a watered down cement or an epoxy 

into the fracture network. After the cement/epoxy dried, I could dig the mold up and get 

an idea of how deep the fractures penetrated at that point in time. Unfortunately, before I 

could initiate this experiment, my field site was overrun by a herd of cows that destroyed 

any possible sites for making molds. The soil horizons were also trampled into an 

unrecognizable mess, making future field work impossible. I was able to use the 

previously collected depth data to investigate and establish relationships between fracture 

depth, aperture, and density.

Moisture Content Data

I also measured moisture content of the soil each time I visited the site and collected 

fracture measurement data. I tried several methods to get the best information possible. 

Two of these procedures did not produce the desired result and were discarded after two 

weeks. One of these methods involved the use of a tensiometer. A tensiometer measures 

soil suction at depth, and is an indirect measure of the degree of saturation in the
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subsurface (Reynolds et al 2000). I initially attempted to use a portable QuickDraw 

tensiometer to measure moisture contents in the subsurface, and I collected measurements 

at the site throughout the first four weeks of the study. Unfortunately, this method 

produced values that were not reliable. The clay particles clogged the tube’s port of 

entry, making an accurate estimate of soil suction impossible. After four weeks of 

testing, this method was discarded in favor of other procedures.

The other method that was later discarded consisted of using a soil auger to get a soil 

core of the site. In addition to getting a sample to use for moisture content, this core 

could have established the clay thickness of each site and the grain size distribution. Two 

problems became apparent almost immediately. First, wet clay, even slightly wet, does 

not core well. Auguring into the wet clay would compact the soil in the soil tube so that 

calculating soil thickness became impossible. Also, much of the wet clay did not stay in 

the soil tube as the auger was extracted from the ground, making it impossible to analyze 

for grain size distribution. When the clay soil was extremely dry the soil auger could not 

penetrate deeply enough into the hard ground to get sufficient samples for grain size 

analysis.

To overcome this predicament, I switched from using an auger with soil tubes to using 

6 oz. steel soil sample cans. I collected each sample by turning the can upside down and 

stepping on it until the bottom of the can was even with the ground. I then carefully 

extracted the soil sample by digging a hole next to the can and placing my hand 

imdemeath the soil sample to keep the soil inside the can as I withdrew it. Next, I labeled 

the soil sample with the date and number of the field site. Later the same day I went to 

the lab where I weighed each can using a digital scale. I recorded this initial weight into
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an Excel spreadsheet. Next, I took the lid off the can, placed it under its respective 

sample, and then placed each sample into a drying oven heated to 71° Celsius (160° 

Fahrenheit) for one week. After one week, I took the samples out and re weighed each 

one. I recorded these dry weights in the same spreadsheet and set aside the samples for 

grain size distribution analysis. Once both wet and dry samples were recorded, a water 

weight was calculated by subtracting the weight of the moist sample from the weight of 

the dried sample. Finally, the gravimetric moisture content for each soil sample was 

calculated by dividing the water weight of the sample by its desiccated weight. These 

data were compared to the temperature and precipitation data for the area as well as to the 

fracture density of each site for each date.

Grain Size Distribution

Grain size distribution is another important part of my research and was measured for 

each soil sample. After the soil samples were dried and the moisture contents recorded, I 

took two soil samples from each site into a separate lab containing a shaker. T chose six 

sieves for soil separation and grain size analysis. The largest sieve, placed at the top of 

the stack, trapped particles between 2.4 mm or larger in size. The next size smaller 

trapped grains with sizes between 1.2 mm and 2.39 mm. The third sieve held particles 

that were between 0.6 mm and 1.19 mm in size. The fourth sieve contained mesh that 

trapped grains between 0.3 mm and 0.59 mm in size. Grain sizes between 0.15 mm and 

0.29 mm were trapped in the next sieve down. The last sieve in the stack trapped 

particles between 0.07 mm and 0.149 mm. The remaining particles, ones less than 0.07 

mm in size, were caught in the bottom pan. Once I picked out the sizes of my sieves, I
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weighed each one and recorded their weights. I was then ready to perform the grain size 

distribution analysis on my samples.

The drying process caused many of the clay particles to interlock together, and I 

needed to separate these clumps in order to determine an accurate grain size distribution. 

First, I took a soil can and placed a portion of its contents onto a clean piece of white 

paper. I then used the handle of a heavy wrench as a mortar to separate the clay clumps 

for easier passage through sieve shaker. Once I separated the clay particles, I stacked the 

sieves and placed the soil in the shaker. I then repeated the separation process with the 

rest of the soil in the can. When all the soil from the one sample can was placed in the 

shaker, I turned the shaker on for five minutes. After five minutes, I removed the top 

four sieves, carefully emptied the soil onto the same piece of paper, and repeated the 

separation procedure. Once I felt the clumps were separated satisfactorily, I dumped the 

soil back into the sieve shaker. I ran the machine for another five minutes, and carefully 

separated each sieve from one another. Next, I weighed each sieve with the soil and 

recorded the weights. Each sieve weight was subtracted from the soil and sieve weight, 

and then this number was entered into an Excel spreadsheet for analysis. Once these 

values were in the spreadsheet, I was able to calculate the average grain sizes at the 

cumulative percent retained by weight for ¿20, dso, and dgo for all sites.

Infiltration Data

Understanding how soil characteristics affect infiltration rates in smectite clay is one 

purpose of my study. In order to fully understand this relationship, I needed to acquire 

data on infiltration. To that end, I performed several experiments and procedures to fully 

understand the movement of water through smectite clay.
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I used an improvised infiltration ring, a pressure transducer, and an electric data logger 

to record infiltration rates. First, I picked a space near site number four that exhibited 

large, polygonal fracturing. Once the site was chosen, I placed the infiltration ring (a five 

gallon bucket with one centimeter demarcations on its side and with its bottom cut out) 

into the ground to a depth of one inch. I then placed a pressure transducer attached to a 

data logger at the bottom of the bucker. After equilibrating the transducer, I filled the 

bucket about two-thirds full. As I was recording the drop in water level manually, the 

pressure transducer transmitted the data to the logger, which then electronically recorded 

water infiltration. I initially wanted to do this experiment several times in different 

locations, but my field site was compromised by a herd of cattle. Even so, this 

experiment did provide enough information to determine the point at which threshold 

values change.

Since my field site was rendered useless, I shifted my focus into the laboratory. I used 

the plastic containers of soil, initially used to measure fracture depths, to perform several 

infiltration experiments. First, I took digital pictures of the soil in order to measure the 

fracture density and aperture width of the fractures. I then manually measured the 

fracture depth and aperture width of a number of fractures. Next, I punctured small 

symmetrical holes in the bottom of a one gallon water jug, then punched a hole in the lid 

of the jug and attached one end of a plastic tube to a faucet and stuck the other end in the 

hole in the lid. I filled the jug to about half full of water, and held the jug over the 

container of soil to simulate rainfall on the surface of the soil. I timed how long it took 

the fractures to close once the ‘rain’ started falling, as well as the length of time until 

water started ponding on the surface of the soil. Once the water started ponding on top of
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the soil, I stopped watering. I continued to measure the amount of time it took the water 

to infiltrate through the soil and begin to drain out of the bottom of the bucket. Once this 

data was recorded, I set a 120 watt heat lamp about 0.15 m from the surface of the soil 

and checked back every few days to see how many fractures had formed in the clay.

Once I felt the fractures had reached maximum growth (no increases in aperture width or 

fracture density), I redid the experiment multiple times in order to verify my data.



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The goal of this study is to determine the effect of desiccation fractures on infiltration 

rates through smectite clay soils. Specifically, I want to understand the mechanisms that 

alter fractures in these soils and ultimately change infiltration rates through these soils. I 

have identified some fracture characteristics and soil properties that might create changes 

in infiltration rates. The following pages outline the results and discuss the meaning of 

these results.

Fracture Density

Understanding fracture density is an important part of my study. A greater density of 

fractures in a clay soil suggests faster infiltration to the subsurface that will slow as the 

fractures heal. There are several variables that affect the fracture density in a clay soil. 

These variables are air and soil temperature, precipitation, gravimetric moisture content, 

and grain size distribution. I have analyzed the data to answer the questions of which 

variables dominate affects of fracture density and in what ways these variables affect 

fracture density.

The first variable I analyzed against fracture density was air temperature. There are 

two locations in Austin, Texas, that record daily air temperature and precipitation for the 

US National Climate Data Center. I took the high temperature and low temperature
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recorded at the location closest to my field site and averaged them together to provide a 

single value that characterizes the temperature during fracture formation.

Figure 04, showing temperature versus fracture density for site 01, illustrates a 

significant drop in fracture density subsequent to a large drop in temperature between 

March twentieth and April twentieth. There is a rise in fracture density as temperature 

increases, as illustrated on the twenty-first of May and just after the twenty-second of 

July. The figure also shows length of time without any increase or decrease in fracture 

density, although temperatures ranged between 24°and 29° C (75°and 85° F). This 

suggests that a different variable is controlling fracture density at this time. There is no 

pattern in fracture density from August through September, further indicating that 

temperature is not the main variable controlling for fracture density at site 01.

Figure 05 shows temperature versus fracture density at site 02. There is a general 

increase in fracture density after temperatures increase. The same holds true for 

decreases in temperature and fracture density. There is about a four day delay between 

the rise or fall in temperature and the increase or decrease in fracture density. There are 

also three instances where the temperature plots in a fairly high range yet the fracture 

density is zero, meaning no fractures are visible. Conversely, in mid July the fracture 

density shows a dramatic increase, yet temperature values are consistently high. These 

irregularities suggest that temperature is not the main variable affecting the density.

Figures 06 through 13 (corresponding to sites 03 through 10) follow the same general 

pattern - high densities are found slightly after higher temperatures and lower densities 

behind lower temperatures. The exception is when the fracture densities are zero and the 

temperatures are relatively high. This again suggests that a different variable, most likely
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precipitation, is affecting fracture densities at these times.

Figure 14 shows all the field sites on one graph for easy comparison. This graph 

clearly demonstrates that higher fracture densities are associated with higher 

temperatures. However, this graph does not explain why each site experiences zero 

fracture density during periods of high temperature.

The next set of graphs depicts fracture density versus precipitation. Each one of these 

graphs clearly illustrates that high densities correspond to low or no precipitation while 

low to no fracture densities occur immediately after precipitation events. The one 

inconsistency appears after the June sixth through eleventh rain event, when many sites 

show an increase in fracture density even with an influx of over 12.7 centimeters (5 

inches) of rain. This increase is more likely caused by a temperature increase of 6° C 

(10° F) during the same period. Nonetheless, an inverse relationship between 

precipitation and fracture density holds largely true for most sites.

Figures 15 and 16, depicting sites 01 and 02, show a slight deviation from this inverse 

relationship. These two sites are situated in a low spot which sometimes retains water on 

the surface after heavy rain events, creating ponding on the soil surface. This standing 

water retarded these sites’ ability to form fractures until the water either infiltrated or 

evaporated. Both sites 01 and 02 (figures 15 and 16) show an increase in fracture density 

once this standing water has disappeared.

Figure 17 (site 03) shows zero fracture density from April fifth through May 

nineteenth. Low fracture densities during this time are not seen at any other site except 

for site 01 (figure 15). Site 03 is situated in a heavily wooded area just east of the 

wetland area. The soil found at the site contains more organic material and appeared to
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be actively re-worked by organisms throughout the early part of the study. Also, during 

this time average air temperatures were generally below 20° C (68° F). The combination 

of soil structure, precipitation, and low temperatures could have caused the soil to remain 

relatively moist and therefore devoid of fractures.

Both sites 02 and 04 (figures 16 and 18) exhibit increasing fracture density from April 

fourteenth through May nineteenth despite some precipitation events during this time. I 

believe this increase in density is caused by steady increases in temperature, as shown in 

figures 04 and 06. After May nineteenth, figure 16 follows the inverse pattern or has 

been previously explained. Site 04 (figure 18) follows the pattern quite well except on 

July twelfth which depicts a slight increase in density as well as a precipitation event on 

that day. This is probably due to the fact that I completed my field work in the morning 

before the precipitation event occurred, so the data does not reflect the precipitation event 

on that day.

Site 05 (figure 19) follows the same pattern, but experiences a slight deviation from 

the pattern on July twelfth. There is an increase in density corresponding to a 

precipitation event on that date. As in figure 18 (site 04), this data was collected just 

before the precipitation event, and is accurate.

At site 06 (figure 20), the fracture density closely follows the inverse relationship to 

precipitation. Sites 07 and 09 (figures 21 and 23) have almost identical responses to 

precipitation except for the day of June twenty-first. Site 07, in figure 21, shows a slight 

drop in fracture density, while site 09, seen in figure 23, shows a small increase in 

fracture density.

Site 08 (figure 22) follows the inverse pattern with a few exceptions. Fracture density
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from April thirtieth through June fourteenth shows a large increase despite precipitation 

events. This increase corresponds with the general increase in temperature over the time 

frame. Also, the figure depicts a decrease in density on August ninth, but no precipitation 

event. In fact, this drop is seen in figures 15,20,21, and 24 (corresponding to sites 01,

06, 07, and 10, respectively) as well. This drop is probably explained by temperature 

variations as it follows a 4° C (7° F) drop in average temperature. This was enough of a 

decrease to affect the fracture densities at these five field sites.

Site 10, seen in figure 24, also follows the inverse relationship pattern closely. The 

one exception occurs after August twenty-second. A precipitation event occurred over a 

five day period, yet site 10, as well as sites 02 and 06 (figures 16 and 20), shows an 

increase in fracture density. This increase happens to correspond to a 3° C (6° F) 

increase in average temperature. In this instance, temperature seems to have contributed 

more to forming fractures than precipitation did to heal them. Finally, figure 25 shows 

all ten sites along with precipitation for comparison purposes. This graph clearly shows 

the inverse relationship between precipitation and fracture density. It also illustrates the 

close resemblance that most sites have with each other.

Both temperature and precipitation affect fracture density. Fracture densities show 

slight changes with the increase or decrease in average temperature, while precipitation 

events cause large variations in fracture densities. Increases in average temperatures 

usually lead to a drop in air moisture. This drier air creates an imbalance between soil 

moisture and ambient air moisture that leads to drier soil and a greater tendency to form 

fractures. Cooler temperatures slow down the evaporation process, inhibiting fracture 

formation. Slight changes in average temperatures cause soil to react by increasing
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fracture formation or by slowing this formation. This growth or lack of growth suggests 

that soils are very sensitive to even slight changes in the environment.

Precipitation inundates the soil with moisture. Heavy precipitation events can quickly 

heal all fractures in a soil and saturate the soil for extended periods. Three of these heavy 

precipitation events are illustrated in figures 15 through 25. Other precipitation events 

saturate the soil for a limited time, allowing the soil to dry out a little and create new 

fractures. A good example is shown on April thirtieth, when most of the values have 

decreased from the previous weeks sampling, but, despite numerous precipitation events, 

have not reached a fracture density of zero. The reason that some of these events affect 

fracture density more than other events depends on the duration of the event and the 

amount of rain associated with the event. A precipitation event that occurs over several 

days will increase soil moisture contents and decrease fracture densities more than a 

precipitation event with the same magnitude over a shorter time. The water from the 

longer precipitation event has a greater chance of saturating the soil. The short event will 

see a higher probability of surface runoff sooner because heavy rain over a short time can 

exceed the infiltration capacity of the soil, making it impossible for additional water to 

infiltrate. The higher moisture contents from the longer event lead to slower fracture 

growth over time.

Another reason for the correlations between fracture growth and precipitation events is 

the frequency of sampling and the time between rain events and sampling. For example, 

June eighth and ninth saw over seven centimeters (three inches) of rain, yet the soil on 

the next sampling date, June fourteenth, exhibited fractures at most sites. Soil sampled 

during or right after lesser precipitation events exhibited zero fracture densities. This
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discrepancy can be remedied by more frequent sampling and by sampling closer to 

precipitation dates. In summation, fracture densities are affected by precipitation based 

on duration, magnitude, and the length of time since a precipitation event.

The next variable I compared to fracture density was gravimetric moisture content.

An increase in moisture content should lead to a decrease in fracture density and figures 

26 through 36 follow this trend. Figures 28,31,33,34, and 35, corresponding to sites 03, 

06,08,09, and 10, do not support fractures above moisture contents of 0.22. This 

number is the point at which the soil can no longer support fracture growth at these sites.

Figures 26,27,29, 30, and 32, corresponding to sites 01, 02,04, 05, and 07 do have 

one point above the 0.22 value. This point (except for site 05) occurs on April fifth at 

each site, when moisture contents were above 0.300. The fracture densities for these four 

sites range from 0.004 to 0.035 cm'1. Site 05 (figure 30) has a fracture density of 0.005 

cm'1 on August twenty-fourth, when its gravimetric moisture content was measured at 

0.284. These fractures formed in soils with high gravimetric moisture contents because 

of slight increases in temperature in the days before sampling. The early days of April 

had an average temperature of 19° C (66° F), warmer than those seen at the end of 

March. These higher temperatures most likely dried the soil enough to allow for small 

fracture growth. Sites 08,09, and 10, corresponding to figures 33, 34, and 35, had not 

been established until after April fourth, so fractures might have been found at moisture 

contents above 0.22 for those sites as well. Site 03 and site 06 (figures 28 and 31) had 

less sun exposure, so the higher temperatures probably did not support fracture growth in 

soils with such high moisture contents.

Despite these few anomalies, each site trends toward lower fracture densities with



increasing gravimetric moisture content. This negative correlation is illustrated by the 

trendline in each figure. However, R 2 values associated with each trendline suggest that 

none of these relationships are completely linear. These R 2 values range from 0.0795 to 

0.5132. Site 03, shown in figure 28, has the highest R 2 value of 0.5132 which is only a 

moderately linear relationship. Site 07, in figure 32, has the lowest R 2 value of 0.0795. 

This value indicates that fracture density and moisture content have a very weak 

relationship, and that other processes are affecting fracture density. The other sites all 

exhibit a weak relationship as well. The weakness of this relationship suggests that 

moisture content is not the main variable affecting fracture density in clay soils.

Another possible explanation for the weakness of the R 2 values may be the inclusion 

of data not collected on a weekly basis. These data were collected between April and 

mid-June. When these data are not included, the R 2 values for the data collected on a 

weekly basis increases, meaning that gravimetric moisture content and fracture density do 

in fact have a moderate to strong relationship. Figures 37 through 46 illustrate this 

stronger linear relationship. These graphs also show fracture densities supported only in 

soil of less than 0.025 gravimetric moisture contents, except for site 05 (figure 41). This 

value is the point at which the moisture content is too great to sustain fracture creation. 

Site 05 (figure 41) is the only place where fractures are found along with high moisture 

content. The fracture density, however, is very low, only 0.005 cm'1. A fracture density 

this low implies that fracture growth was limited.

Gravimetric Moisture Content

One way to understand changes in fracture densities is through the changes in 

gravimetric moisture content. This soil property is affected by two variables, temperature
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and precipitation, by varying degrees. To better understand how fracture densities are 

dependent on moisture content, I needed to know which variable affected gravimetric 

moisture contents the most. Weekly sampling started in mid-June after a period of 

intermittent sampling.

Figure 47 summarizes the maximum, minimum, median, and average moisture 

contents throughout the whole study period for all ten sites. One interesting characteristic 

displayed is the variation in moisture content values on a weekly basis. Another notable 

characteristic is the height of the maximum moisture content values. Sites 01 and 02 are 

located in a low lying wetland area that sometimes holds standing water. These two sites 

are the reason the maximum moisture values are much higher than the other moisture 

content values and the reason why the average values are skewed towards the higher 

range. Despite this, the median and average moisture content values are very close, 

meaning that the distribution of moisture contents is centered around the average values.

Figures 48 through 58 depict daily temperature versus gravimetric moisture content 

values for sites 01 through 10. An increase in temperature should lead to a decrease in 

gravimetric moisture contents if temperature is the main control for gravimetric moisture 

content values. The daily temperature from mid-June through mid-August is relatively 

stable, between 24° C and 29° C (75° F and 85° F). All sites show large swings in 

moisture content values during this period. These large changes in moisture content 

usually occur during or just after a small drop in temperature. While these drops in 

temperature are not enough to create such large changes, the precipitation events 

associated with the temperature drops are able to cause these fluctuations. Even so, in 

periods of increasing temperature the graphs do show a trend toward decreasing
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gravimetric moisture content. From April fourteenth through May nineteenth, most of 

the figures, except for figures 50, 52, and 56 (corresponding to sites 03,05, and 09), show 

a general decrease in moisture contents with increasing temperature. On the other hand, 

May nineteenth through June fourteenth depict an increase in temperature, yet most 

graphs, except figure 50 (site 03) and 52 (site 05), also show an increase in moisture 

content. This leads me to conclude that throughout the study period temperature was not 

a significant control over changes in soil moisture contents.

Figures 59 through 69 depict daily precipitation versus gravimetric moisture contents 

for each site. Each graph shows an increase in moisture content just after a precipitation 

event and a decrease in moisture contents after dry periods. This is especially evident 

starting in mid-June when sampling occurred on a weekly basis. However, there are 

some deviations from this pattern. For example, two separate precipitation episodes 

occurred between April sixth and eleventh. The first episode produced more than two 

centimeters (one inch) of rain, yet the field sites sampled after these two events show a 

marked decrease in gravimetric moisture content from the previous sample. Even more 

interesting is the fact that April seventh brought a 5° C (8° F) increase in temperature 

from the previous day, but April eleventh brought a 10° C (17° F) decrease in 

temperature from the day before (figures 48 through 58). The behavior in temperature 

during this time period and the number of dry days between sampling and the 

precipitation occurrences explain why the soil is drier than it was previously.

Figures 61,63, and 67, corresponding to sites 03,05, and 09, show an increase in 

moisture content values from mid-April to the end of April. These sites responded to an 

increase in precipitation from two separate rain events. It is interesting to note how the
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other sites did not respond to the precipitation and had lower gravimetric moisture 

contents. This decrease is in response to increases in average temperatures through this 

time period. Also, sites 03 (figure 61) and 05 (figure 63) are not in direct sunlight, which 

could inhibit the drying of the clay soil.

These figures show marked changes in moisture content corresponding to 

precipitation events. Rain episodes increase gravimetric moisture contents while periods 

of zero precipitation are followed by lower moisture contents in the soil. These changes 

suggest that precipitation is the main variable driving the increases and decreases in 

gravimetric moisture content. Small discrepancies in the major trend inform me that 

precipitation is not the only variable driving these changes. Average temperature also 

plays a small role in controlling how gravimetric moisture contents change over time.

Aperture Width and Fracture Depth

Fracture density is only one of the fracture properties that I am considering. The other 

two properties are aperture width and fracture depth. Both of these variables provide 

additional information for understanding infiltration rates into the soil. Before 

understanding this relationship, however, I needed to verify and quantify the relationship 

between aperture width and fracture depth. It is expected that aperture widths should 

correspond positively with fracture depths.

Figure 70 through 78 depict aperture widths versus fracture depths for sites 02 through 

10. Site 01 was devoid of fractures during the acquisition period. Each graph shows a 

positive correlation between aperture width and fracture depth, corresponding with die 

expected relationship. The R 2 values for each site, however, suggest that this 

relationship is not directly linear. Site 03 (figure 71) has the strongest correlation, but its
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R 2 value is only 0.4989, which is only moderately linear. Site 05 (figure 73) has the 

weakest correlation, with a R 2 value of 0.0012. These values tell me that many of the 

largest apertures do not correspond with the deeper fractures and vice versa. One 

explanation is that there are inherent problems with the data collection methods. This 

situation is quite possible since I used manual methods to acquire the data that do not take 

into account many of the variables that could affect this relationship such as the tortuosity 

of the fractures. The method I used was not able to compensate for potential curvatures 

in the fractures at depth, potentially underestimating the total fracture depth. Another 

potential complication involves the method of marking the depth of fracture on the 

measuring rod. Any movement of the rod could result in false depth readings, in turn 

weakening the width-depth relationship. Even with these limitations, however, these data 

support the hypothesis that aperture width is positively correlated with fracture depth.

I also calculated aperture distribution histograms from the data acquired through the 

digital photographs. These data tell me the frequency of the aperture widths found within 

a certain analysis area, whether each width is distributed equally throughout, or if there is 

a different distribution pattern. This information is important because differences in 

aperture width distributions can mean large fluctuations in infiltration rates.

Figures 79 through 89 illustrate aperture width versus frequency for sites 01 through 

10, with one summary graph. A log normal distribution provides the best fit to the data 

for each graph. This distribution means that most of the values are clustered around the 

lower values, with fewer large apertures. The frequency of each aperture width depends 

on the total number of aperture widths I measured within each analysis area. The 

maximum frequencies range from 125 for site 07 (figure 85), to a low maximum of 28 for
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site 05 (figure 83). Also, aperture widths are most frequently between of 0.06 cm and 

0.20 cm. Even so, each graph has its own unique spread of frequencies over aperture 

width. For example, figure 81 corresponding to site 03, has frequencies numbering 

greater than 10 spread over 34 different aperture widths. In contrast, site 01 illustrated in 

figure 79, has frequencies numbering greater than 10 distributed over 8 different aperture 

widths. A larger distribution of high frequencies enables more water to infiltrate into the 

subsurface at a faster rate before fracture healing occurs. All of these graphs provide a 

clearer picture of how aperture width and fracture depth affect infiltration.

Grain Size Distribution

Soil grain size distributions are important because differences in grain size 

distributions at each site could lead to disparities in fracture growth rates and therefore 

infiltration rates. Figures 90 through 99 and table 4 show the results of the soil grain size 

analyses.

Table 4 depicts the grain size distributions in millimeters for each sample at 20 

percent, 50 percent, and 80 percent retention by weight. The table also shows the average 

size at these three percentages for each plot. D20 retains some of the larger grains in a 

sample while dso is composed of much smaller grain sizes. The difference in grain size 

between each sample is very small. For example, the dgo averages range from a high of 

0.328 mm for site 06 to a low of 0.120 mm for site 01. These variations are so small that 

there is not enough variation in grain size to identify any trends with confidence.

Each graph depicts the cumulative distribution of grain sizes in each sample. At least 

two separate samples were analyzed per site. For most sites, each sample follows similar 

distributions. The slope of the grain size distribution curves of each sample between 10
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percent and 90 percent are almost identical for each site. The steep slopes indicate that 

grain sizes rapidly decrease as grain retention increases. Another similarity in most 

graphs is the size of the grains along this curve. Most of the graphs show similar sized 

grains retained at various percentages. In addition, most grains fall between 0.1 mm and 

1 mm in size between 20 percent and 90 percent retention. Together, these observations 

indicate that most of the sites have a homogeneous grain size distribution.

There are a few exceptions, however. Site 01 (figure 90) has a sample from June 

fourth that does not quite match this pattern. In fact, this sample is shifted to the left, 

signifying that smaller grain sizes composed this sample than the sample of June twenty- 

eighth. Site 09, figure 98, also shows an irregularity. The sample for May nineteenth 

shows an almost vertical component in its steepness curve. It is also situated to the right 

of the other two samples. The vertical portion of the grain size distribution curve 

indicates that grain size did not decrease as the percent retained by weight increased. At 

43 percent retention, the grain sizes start to decrease once again. The rightward shift of 

this sample means that the sample is composed of much larger grains than the other two 

samples.

There is one other glaring exception. Site 06, seen in figure 95, shows a wide 

disparity between the two samples in the amount of grains retained in the sieves. The 

sample collected on May nineteenth shows a regular logarithmic pattern seen in the other 

graphs. The June twenty-eighth sample, however, depicts an almost linear pattern. The 

first 30 percent of grains retained follows the regular pattern, but after this point, an 

increasing amount of grains is retained in the smaller sized mesh. This increase in grain 

retention is dependent on the method of grain separation. In Chapter 2,1 described how
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the clay grains clumped together during the drying process. The method used for 

separating the clumped clay grains probably did not separate all of the smallest grains 

completely. The site 06 sample from June twenty-eighth shows an increased retention of 

these tiny grain sizes. This is due to successful separation of these grains from soil 

clusters. I believe that had the small grains separated as well as in the final sample, the 

other samples would have also followed this linear pattern.

Once I plotted these data, I computed the grain size distribution averages at d2o, dso, 

and dgo, as shown in table 4. I then plotted these averages against fracture growth rate to 

see if grain size distribution affected fracture growth. Figures 100 through 103 depict 

grain size distribution versus fracture density growth rate from June through September. 

Fracture density growth rate is calculated by taking the difference in fracture densities on 

two separate dates. For example, site 04 had a fracture density of 0.050 on June 

fourteenth and a fracture density of 0.054 on June twenty-eighth, with the difference 

between the two being 0.004. This fracture density difference number is then divided by 

the number of days separating the two dates. The final number is the fracture density 

growth rate over the specified time period.

Each figure illustrates three separate grain size distribution averages- d2o, d so , and dgo- 

These averages are compared to the fracture density growth rate of each site for a 

specified month. For example, figure 100 shows the grain size distribution averages 

versus density rate for the month of June. All these figures show the d2o average grouped 

within the largest grain sizes while the dgo average is grouped within the smallest grains.

I expected that increased amounts of clay would signify that the soil is affected by the 

shrink swell properties of these clays to a greater degree than soils with larger grain
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therefore be greater than the growth rate in a soil without as much clay. I expect a 

negative correlation between fracture growth and the d 2o, d so , and d§o grain size averages 

since these averages contain grains that are much larger than clay mineral grains. In 

other words, larger d 2o, dso , and dgo values equate to less clay and in turn produce a 

slower fracture growth rate.

Figures 100 through 103 show the grain size distribution versus fracture density 

growth rate at all ten sites from June to September. Of the four graphs, only figure 101 

(July) and figure 103 (September) depict a positive correlation between grain size 

distribution and fracture rate for all three grain averages. This positive trend is in contrast 

to the type of relationship that I hypothesized would occur. The other two figures, 100 

and 103, have mixed correlation trends between grain size distribution and fracture 

density rate. TheR2 values for all the correlations are very revealing, though. The 

largest R 2 value is 0.4828, as shown in figure 101. This value indicates a weak to 

moderate relationship. All the other R 2 values are less than 0.100, which is a very weak 

relationship. These low values indicate that any correlations depicted in these graphs are 

not significant and should not be relied. The inconsistent correlations between grain size 

distribution and fracture density growth rate lead me to believe that no significant trends 

occur between fracture growth rate and grain size distribution.

Infiltration Data

One of my infiltration experiments was conducted in the field. This experiment used a 

pressure transducer and data logger to calculate the drop in water level over time, which 

corresponds with the amount of water infiltrating into the soil. Figure 104 presents the
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results of this experiment.

The graph shows a steady drop in water level for about 0.3 meters in the first four 

minutes of the experiment. Following this drop is a period of zero infiltration. This 

change in rate lasts about two minutes. The next minute then shows a surprising change. 

The water level in the bucket increases slightly. After this increase in water level, 

another period of zero infiltration transpires. Next, another period of steady infiltration is 

observed followed by a leveling off. Once again an increase in water level occurs, 

followed by a short period of no water movement. This cycle is repeated one more time 

until the water level in the bucket reaches zero, indicating that all the water has infiltrated 

into the soil. These cycles are caused by limitations in the pressure transducer and cannot 

be traced to any type of physical phenomenon. The results from the pressure transducer 

are not a reliable indicator of infiltration. Fortunately, I also manually recorded the 

infiltration information, and the results are found in figure 105.

I manually recorded that a water depth of 20 cm took fourteen minutes to completely 

infiltrate into the ground. Figure 105 depicts infiltration following an exponential curve. 

This curve shows faster infiltration decreasing over time. The calculated R 2 value is 

0.9923 which means there is a strong relationship between infiltration and time. The 

density of fractures before infiltration was calculated at 0.007 cm'1. Extrapolating this 

data to the other field sites, I believe that those sites with greater fracture density will 

infiltrate more water in the first minutes than those areas with less fracture density. Even 

so, I believe that all sites will follow this exponential curve pattern, meaning that 

infiltration will slowly decrease over time as fractures heal.

To check this idea, I performed a couple of infiltration experiments in the laboratory.
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Using a plot of soil taken from the field, I calculated the fracture density of the soil, and 

then measured the amount of time it took 950 ml (32 fluid ounces or lA gallon) to 

infiltrate through the soil. On December third, 950 ml (32 fluid ounces) took six minutes 

and fifteen seconds to infiltrate through the sample plot (figure 106). The fracture 

density of the plot measured 0.025 cm"1 before the experiment. Figure 108 shows the 

fracture density reaching zero in forty-five seconds. On December fifteenth, the same 

amount of water took nine minutes to infiltrate through (figure 107). The fracture density 

before this experiment was calculated at 0.019cm"1 and was reduced to zero, one minute 

after infiltration commenced, as seen in figure 109. This difference in fracture density 

modifies the infiltration rate of water through the soil.

In order to verify these results, the data collected from these experiments were input 

into the SPSS 12.0 statistical program. I performed a multivariable linear regression with 

the data, with infiltration rate as my dependent variable. Fracture densities, as well as 

aperture width and fracture depth, were the independent variables in the regression. My 

goal was to find out which of these fracture characteristics influences infiltration rate the 

most. In Chapter 1 ,1 stated the null hypothesis as smectite clay fracture characteristics 

do not affect infiltration rates into the subsoil. The results of the analysis are presented in 

tables 5 through 7.

Table 5, the model summary table, answers the question of which independent 

variables taken together explain the variation of the dependent variable. In this case,

AR2, or adjusted R 2, has a value of .984, which is a very strong relationship. My 

independent variables account for 98% of the infiltration rate’s variability. The sum of 

squares regression line in table 6 also explains the variability in the infiltration rate.
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More than 98% of the variability is explained by a combination fracture density, aperture 

width, and fracture depth. A very small portion of the variability is not explained by 

these variables. The high rate of explanation means that other factors are less likely to 

impact the infiltration rate than these three independent variables.

Table 6 also shows the significance level of the model. Earlier, I set my level of risk at 

0.05. This table shows the model’s significant at the 0.001 level which means that there 

is a 0 1% chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually true. This table also 

expresses the obtained F ratio as 124.70, or F(3;3)= 124.70. At the 0.05 level of 

significance, the value needed for rejection of the null hypothesis is 9.28. The obtained 

value is more extreme than the critical value for rejection; therefore the null hypothesis 

cannot be accepted.

Table 7 reports the output of the separate variables. The Beta coefficients for each 

independent variable are negative. This means that a negative correlation exists between 

the rate of infiltration and each independent variable. For example, density of fractures 

has a Beta value of -0.702. The correlation is inversely related, so that as infiltration 

increases the density of fractures decreases. The value of this number is also important. 

The aperture width and fracture depth variables have Beta values below 0.4 which means 

that a weak relationship exists between infiltration rate and each of these variables. The 

density of fractures, however, has a value of 0.702 which correlates into a moderate to 

strong relationship with infiltration rate. Another important value to understand is the 

significance of each variable with infiltration rate. Density of fractures is significant at 

the 0.05 level, while fracture depth and aperture width are not significant at the 0.05 

level. Fracture depth is significant at the 0.06 level, meaning that there is a 6% chance



that the null hypothesis will be rejected incorrectly. Aperture width is significant at the 

0.35 level, meaning that there is a 35% chance that the differences found are due to 

unknown reasons. In other words, fracture density is the only independent variable 

where chance alone cannot account for changes in infiltration rates. This significance 

level means that my research hypotheses are more favored as explanations than the null 

hypothesis.

The multiple regression analysis states that density of fractures does in fact affect 

infiltration rates. Fracture depth and aperture width have less probability of affecting 

infiltration rates than fracture density. The degree of the significance value for these two 

independent variables is important. Fracture depth is very near the level of risk I set for 

the analysis. Aperture width, on the other hand, is nowhere close to this preset risk level. 

This difference means that fracture depth has a greater chance of influencing infiltration 

rates while aperture width has no impact on infiltration rates. Of the three independent 

variables, fracture density exerts the most control over infiltration, fracture depth has 

some probability of affecting infiltration rates, and aperture width does not affect 

infiltration into the subsoil.

These results create a clear picture of which variables affect each other and ultimately 

affect infiltration into smectite clay soil. Smectite clay soil provides ample opportunity 

for infiltrating water to reach the subsurface. Areas with high fracture density provide 

the greatest opportunity for infiltration. Low soil moisture content and periods of zero 

precipitation enable the successful growth of clay fractures. The grain size distribution in 

this soil did not affect fracture growth as much as one might expect. Finally, out of all 

the fracture properties and soil characteristics, fracture density has the greatest effect on
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rates of infiltration. These outcomes provide insight into the mechanisms influencing 

recharge rate in Travis County, Texas.
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DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS FRACTURE DENSITY

FIGURE 4. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 01

FIGURES. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 02
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FIGURE 6. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 03

FIGURE 7. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 04
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FIGURE 8. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 05

FIGURE 9. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 06
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FIGURE 10. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 07

FIGURE 11. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 08
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FIGURE 12. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 09

FIGURE 13. DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 10
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FIGURE 16. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 01
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FIGURE 16. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 02

FIGURE 17. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 03
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FIGURE 18. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 04

FIGURE 19. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 05
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FIGURE 20. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 06

FIGURE 21. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 07
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FIGURE 22. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS 
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 08

FIGURE 23. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS
FRACTURE DENSITY FOR SITE 09
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FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC MOISTURE CONTENT

FIGURE 26. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 01
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FIGURE 27. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 02
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FIGURE 28. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 03

Gravimetric Moisture Content

FIGURE 29. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 04
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FIGURE 33. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 08
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Gravimetric Moisture Content
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FIGURE 38. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 02
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FIGURE 39. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 03
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FIGURE 40. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 04
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FIGURE 42. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 06
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Gravimetric Moisture Content

FIGURE 45. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC
MOISTURE CONTENT FOR SITE 09
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MOISTURE CONTENT RANGES THROUGHOUT STUDY PERIOD
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FIGURE 47. MOISTURE CONTENT RANGES 
THROUGHOUT STUDY PERIOD
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DAILY TEMPERATURE VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC MOISTURE CONTENT
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DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC MOISTURE CONTENT
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FIGURE 68. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR SITE 10

o

FIGURE 69. DAILY PRECIPITATION VERSUS GRAVIMETRIC 
MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR ALL SITES
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APERTURE WIDTH VERSUS FRACTURE DEPTH
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FIGURE 70. APERTURE WIDTH VERSUS 

FRACTURE DEPTH FOR SITE 02
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FIGURE 71. APERTURE WIDTH VERSUS
FRACTURE DEPTH FOR SITE 03
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Aperture Width (mm)

FIGURE 73. APERTURE WIDTH VERSUS
FRACTURE DEPTH FOR SITE 05
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FIGURE 78. APERTURE WIDTH VERSUS 
FRACTURE DEPTH FOR SITE 10

APERTURE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAMS

Aperture Width (cm)

FIGURE 79. APERTURE DISTRIBUTION
HISTOGRAM FOR SITE 01
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FIGURE 86. APERTURE DISTRIBUTION 
HISTOGRAM FOR SITE 08
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FIGURE 87. APERTURE DISTRIBUTION
HISTOGRAM FOR SITE 09
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Table 4. Grain Sizes for D 20 , D 50 , and D 80 Retention Weights 

d2o dso dso AVERAGES 
PLOT 
ID 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 d2o d50 d so 

~ 

01 0.47 0.73 0.23 0.28 0.09 0.15 0.600 0.255 0.120 

02 1.5 1.6 0.61 0.49 0.27 0.2 1.550 0.550 0.235 

03 0.9 1.5 0.56 0.74 0.23 0.29 1.200 0.650 0.260 
~ 

04 0.81 0.81 0.94 0.37 0.41 0.43 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.853 0.403 0.183 

05 0.7 0.95 0.38 0.56 0.16 0.19 0.825 0.470 0.175 

06 0.64 0.38 0.37 0.06 0.65 0.005 0.510 0.215 0.328 

07 0.51 0.56 0.32 0.32 0.15 0.14 0.535 0.320 0.145 

08 0.76 0.79 0.44 0.43 0.21 n 0.19 0.775 0.435 0.200 

09 0.68 0.8 2 0.39 0.39 1 0.17 0.17 0.34 1.160 0.593 0.227 

10 0.97 
~ 

0.7 0.54 ~ 0.4 0.23 n n 0.17 0.835 0.470 0.200 
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION AT EACH SITE

FIGURE 90. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT FOR SITE 01

Grain size (mm)
FIGURE 91. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE

PERCENT FOR SITE 02
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FIGURE 92. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT FOR SITE 03

Grain size (mm)
FIGURE 93. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE

PERCENT FOR SITE 04
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Grain size (mm)
FIGURE 94. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 

PERCENT FOR SITE 05

Grain size (mm)
FIGURE 95. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 

PERCENT FOR SITE 06
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FIGURE 96. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT FOR SITE 07
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FIGURE 97. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE
PERCENT FOR SITE 08
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Grain size (mm)

FIGURE 98. GRAIN SIZE VERSUS CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT FOR SITE 09
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION AVERAGES 
VERSUS FRACTURE GROWTH RATE
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FIGURE 100. DENSITY RATE VERSUS 
GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN JUNE
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FIGURE 101. DENSITY RATE VERSUS 
GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN JULY
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Grain Size Distribution (mm)
FIGURE 102. DENSITY RATE VERSUS GRAIN 

SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN AUGUST
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INFILTRATION OF WATER INTO THE SOIL

Time (seconds)

FIGURE 104. INFILTRATION OF WATER 
INTO THE SOIL OVER TIME

Time (min)

FIGURE 105. TELECOM INFILTRATION EXPERIMENT
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FIGURE 106. INFILTRATION RATE OVER 
TIMEON DECEMBER 03

Time (seconds)

FIGURE 107. INFILTRATION RATE OVER 
TIMEON DECEMBER 15
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Time (seconds)

FIGURE 108. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS 
INFILTRATION TIME ON DECEMBER 3

Time (seconds)

FIGURE 109. FRACTURE DENSITY VERSUS 
INFILTRATION TIME ON DECEMBER 15



INFILTRATION RATE VERSUS FRACTURE PROPERTIES

TABLES

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square

Std. Error of 
the Estimate

Change Statistics
R Square 
Change F Change df1 CL F3 Sig. F Change

1 996a .992 984 .34873 992 124 743 3 3 .001

a. Predictors (Constant), Fracture Depth (mm), Aperture Width (cm), density of fractures

b. Dependent Variable: infiltration rate (fl oz)

TABLE 6

ANOVAb

Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 45 510 3 15.170 124 743 o o 0)

Residual 365 3 .122
Total 45.875 6

a Predictors. (Constant), Fracture Depth (mm), Aperture Width (cm), density of 
fractures

b Dependent Variable: infiltration rate (fl oz)



TABLE 7

Coefficienti

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.
)5% Confidence Interval for E Correlations

B Std Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part
1 (Constant) 9.191 1 132 8.118 .004 5.588 12.794

density of fractures -192 032 39.466 -.702 -4.866 .017 -317.630 -66.434 -.977 -.942 -.251
Aperture Width (cm) -3.824 3.443 -.134 -1.111 348 -14.780 7.133 -.492 -.540 -057
Fracture Depth (mm -.341 .118 -.337 -2.882 .063 -.718 .036 -.712 -.857 -148

a Dependent Variable: infiltration rate (fl oz)



CHAPTER 4

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

I have spent the last year measuring fracture properties and soil characteristics in an 

attempt to define which independent variables control fracture density and infiltration 

rates the most. The following paragraphs summarize my findings, state the implications 

of these findings, offer future suggestions, and give my conclusions.

Summary and Implications

Gravimetric moisture content is the main variable affecting fracture densities. The 

graphs depicting gravimetric moisture content versus fracture density data measured in 

weekly installments show moderate to strong linear relationships. Figures 38 through 46 

depict these data. This relationship means that a change in one variable changes the state 

of the other variable. The negative correlation implies that high moisture content will 

correspond to a low fracture density and vice versa. The gravimetric moisture content 

value of 0.029 is the point where fracture densities cannot sustain themselves, so they 

heal until the moisture content of the soil decreases. Fracture growth commences once 

the moisture content reaches below this value. Precipitation also has a strong influence 

on fracture densities. Figures 15 through 25 show that precipitation events cause a 

decrease or termination in fracture densities, while dry periods show an increase in the 

amount of fractures at each site. Temperature did not affect fracture densities
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significantly. Fracture density did increase slightly with increases in temperature and 

vice versa, but precipitation events were more effective at altering fracture densities.

Precipitation is the main variable affecting gravimetric moisture contents. Rain events 

were followed by increases in soil moisture while dry days created lower gravimetric 

moisture contents in the soil. Small discrepancies in this relationship are caused by 

temperature. Small changes in temperature led to modifications in the reaction to 

precipitation events by the moisture content of the soil. These temperature changes do 

not affect the strong relationship between moisture content and precipitation sufficiently 

to become the main motive for moisture content changes.

The implications for fracture growth are important. The length of time a plot of soil 

takes to reach maximum fracture density was one of the questions I set out to answer.

The time it takes an area to reach maximum fracture density depends on the gravimetric 

moisture content of the soil. Since gravimetric moisture content is dependent on 

precipitation events, the number of dry days, and to some extent temperature, fracture 

density reaches a maximum in variable time periods. For example, site 02 went from a 

fracture density of zero to a maximum fracture density of 0.59cm'1 in six days. Over the 

same time period, a 0.227 decrease in gravimetric moisture content was observed. At the 

same time, no precipitation episodes were recorded during these six days, and the average 

temperature increased only slightly. In contrast, site 06 reached its maximum fracture 

density of 0.039cm'1 in twenty-one days. This time period included a moderately sized 

precipitation event which slowed down the decrease in gravimetric moisture content in 

the first seven days. Even so, fracture density increased the most in the first seven days 

because the average temperature increased about 4° C (7° F). These examples illustrate
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the complexity in answering the question of what amount of time is required for an area 

to reach maximum fracture density.

Increasing aperture width tends to correspond positively with increasing fracture 

depths. This relationship is moderate at best because of the methods of measurement. 

Nevertheless, water flowing into a larger aperture fracture has a greater probability of 

flowing through a deeper crack than water into a smaller fracture. These deeper fractures 

deliver the water into the subsoil faster and for longer periods, since swelling clay 

particles heal in smaller fractures first. This reasoning implies that infiltration into the 

subsoil and underlying aquifers occurs in areas composed of fractures with larger 

apertures. Larger apertures increase the chance for successful infiltration into underlying 

aquifers.

Width and depth of fractures are not the only characteristics that affect rates of 

infiltration. The frequency of aperture widths influences water penetration as well. The 

aperture distribution histograms provide clues to this analysis. All the graphs depict a log 

nonnal distribution; in other words, most aperture widths measured are small with a few 

large apertures in any given area. Certain sites, such as site 07 in figure 85, demonstrated 

a greater frequency of fractures less than 0.12 cm in width. The probability of faster 

infiltration through fractures increases as these higher frequency fractures are distributed 

over a large spread of aperture widths, such as in figure 82. The larger distribution of 

high frequencies enables more water to infiltrate into the subsurface at a faster rate before 

fracture healing occurs. Ultimately, aperture distribution histograms are another 

approach to measuring fracture density of a soil.

The grain size distribution has a similar pattern at all ten sites. The majority of grains



are between 0.15 mm and 0.6 mm, with few grains larger or smaller that these sizes.

Each site has a unique percentage of grains retained within each sieve, and some sites are 

uniformly composed of larger grains, such as site 02. These differences in grain sizes do 

not appear to correlate with fracture density growth rate, so it is concluded that this soil 

property is not an essential variable to consider when developing a quantitative analysis 

of recharge rates in smectite clay soils.

The field infiltration experiment clearly shows water infiltrating in an exponential 

manner. Faster infiltration occurs at the start of the experiment and slowly decreases 

over time. As the clay grains heal together, pathways to the subsurface begin to vanish, 

slowing the downward movement, and delaying recharge to the subsurface.

The laboratory experiments show fracture density decreasing to zero in the first 

minutes of infiltration. These results lead me to conclude that the first minutes in a 

precipitation event are when the infiltration through clay soils is greatest. The statistical 

analysis illustrated the importance of fracture density in affecting infiltration rates while 

downplaying fracture depth and aperture width. These results imply that clay soils with 

higher fracture densities will increase infiltration regardless of the widths or depths of 

these fractures.
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Future Suggestions and Conclusions

The field work for this project took place over the spring and summer months of 2004. 

In the future, I believe data collected in the fall and winter months should be incorporated 

into this type of study. These data could change the context through which results are 

analyzed. For instance, seasonality might be shown as a factor in fracture growth, thus 

affecting infiltration rates. In addition, data was collected on a weekly basis. Data
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collected on a daily basis or even twice daily will give more information about the 

changes in fracture density over time. Such data could increase the accuracy in 

measuring changes in soil moisture contents.

Fracture depth should be measured by a variety of different methods. I was unable to 

create a mold of the fracture network at depth, but I believe this idea holds promise for 

future studies. This mold can be created either by a cement mixture, as I proposed, or by 

filling the fractures with small glass beads. These beads will not compact the soil as 

much as they descend, unlike cement, since they are less dense than the cement. Once 

they are bonded together by epoxy, the mold can be brought to the surface. Another 

viable method for measuring fracture depth is by using light refracting technology. A 

light could be directed into the fracture and once the delay in time that this light refracts 

upward is calculated, the depth of the fracture can be accurately measured. Although this 

method is not very accurate if the fractures are convoluted, it can give some information 

about fracture depth.

Another area that I would like to see different methods used is with the infiltration 

experiments. It would be advantageous to have field tests conducted with a pressure 

transducer and data logger at different sites under different soil conditions. Such a set-up 

could illustrate how slight changes in fracture densities and soil moisture contents change 

the infiltration rate. From such an analysis, it would be possible to find the optimal 

fracture properties and soil conditions to maximize infiltration in smectite clays.

I believe more can be accomplished in the infiltration lab experiments as well. These 

experiments might provide more information on differences in infiltration rates if 

performed under a variety of soil moisture content values. Also, differences in the light



source used to dry the soil might change the length of time the soil takes to reach 

maximum fracture density.

I would also like to perform this study at a site with a different grain structure in 

conjunction with the site used in this study. For example, a site with thin clay soil layers 

underlain by layers of limestone is likely to supply different results from a site with a 

sand and clay mixture. I would like to see how diverse these results would be and how 

these changes affect infiltration.

Recharge into an aquifer has historically been a difficult variable to calculate. Many 

parameters control recharge into the soil. This study focused on fracture properties and 

the soil characteristics of smectite clay soils and how these variables influence infiltration 

into the subsurface. Gravimetric moisture content and precipitation have the most control 

over changes in fracture density. Without a change in these two variables, fracture 

density would remain constant indefinitely. These changes in density, in turn, control 

infiltration rates. Smectite clay soils with greater fracture density have faster infiltration 

into the soil than areas with lower density. Groundwater modelers should incorporate 

these findings into their calculations in order to achieve the most accurate results 

possible.
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